
Smart charge  
your EV at home 
Confident every day



You have the power  
with the Smappee App

Easy, smart, and insightful, the Smappee App places 
smart charging and energy management firmly in 
your hands. Make the most of tracking, managing, 
and optimizing your charging sessions and have 
everything at your fingertips to charge and use 
energy in the most cost-effective and efficient way.

Take charge in style with Smappee’s smart home charging 
solutions, which can help you save every step of the way.  
Available in entree level and smart versions and compatible with 
all electric cars, Smappee chargers are the perfect choice for 
everyday charging at home. Smartly designed for inside and out, 
and a pleasure to control through the Smappee App, you can 
conveniently charge your EV while you kick back at home.  
Be confident that you will always be ready to start your day.

Benefits of home charging with Smappee
Do you know that charging your EV at home will double your  
energy bill? That is why those who want to be confident and  
smartly save, choose smart charging with Smappee.   

1. Always charge at the best price    
Our smart charging system cleverly 
regulates charging around the time with 
the lowest grid tariffs and helps you 
side-step exorbitant capacity rates.  
This way you can save up to 50%.

2. Charge with maximum solar  
Connect your home charger to solar 
panels and maximize your savings while 
also being sustainable. Our built-in solar 
forecasting helps you optimally charge 
with solar power.

3. Design you can be proud of  
Our award-winning design and Belgian 
quality are sure to complement your 
beautiful home. Wall-mounted or  
free-standing, the choice is yours.

4. Advanced energy management 
Our integrated energy management 
system not only monitors the energy 
consumption of your charger but also 
your home, balancing usage between  
the two. So there will be no tripping  
and life can go on as normal.

5. Safe and durable 
Smappee charging stations meet all 
safety requirements and are produced 
with eco-friendly, recyclable and  
durable materials.

6. Installed by a professional
Smappee Certified installers are backed 
by the highly rated Smappee support 
team. This makes for quick and trusted 
installation you can rely on. 



smappee.com | info@smappee.com  
Follow us on 

Discover  
more

NOW  
ALSO IN  

LITE

EV Wall
Compact and stylish, our wall-mounted charger 
is now available in both an entry level* and smart 
model. Get the perfect start with the EV Wall Lite, 
seamlessly upgradable to smart charging with the 
Smartup Kit. Or just be smart right from the start 
with the EV Wall Home. 
*Smartup kit available from September 2024

Lite | Home | 22 kW | wall mounted 
1 socket or charging cable | 300 x 300 x 110 mm

EV One
The EV One is at home everywhere. Whether along 
your driveway or in your front yard, this charger is 
meant to tastefully complement its environment.

22 kW | floor mounted | 1 socket | 1100 x 120 x 120 mm
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